ASI budget proposals

In an attempt to set guidelines for ASI budgeting and programming for the 1973-74 academic year, Denny Johnson, ASI Vice President, presented the policy ideas for implementing budgeting procedures at the Student Executive Cabinet meeting Tuesday morning.

Johnson's recommendation included a yearly calendar for scheduling all ASI and student organization activities and events. This would reinforce the already established Master Calendar of Events and provide an overall view of scheduling saturation.

A limit on programming through Form SI usage was presented by Johnson. In addition to the limits on programming, a limit on programming was also recommended for the 1973-74 meeting Tuesday morning.

Student Executive Cabinet ASI Vice President presented three ASI budget proposals for all budgeting and programming for the 1973-74 meeting Tuesday morning.

The presentation included an overall view of scheduling Calendar of Events and provided an overall view of schedulingCalendar of Events. There was already an established Master Calendar of Events, and a student leader was needed to provide an overall view of scheduling Calendar of Events.

The presentation included an overall view of scheduling Calendar of Events. There was already an established Master Calendar of Events, and a student leader was needed to provide an overall view of scheduling Calendar of Events.

POWs to be released on Saturday, hopefully

WASHINGTON (UPI) - U.S. officials said Tuesday they now expect the first group of American prisoners to be freed Saturday — the last day before the initial repatriation deadline.

"We don't have anything definite so far," said one high-ranking Washington official. "But it doesn't look very good for tomorrow, so some time this weekend sounds reasonable.

Officials also said they are uncertain when the first release will take place in North Vietnam or in South Vietnam or in both simultaneously.

The Communists have acknowledged holding 1,200 military and civilian prisoners in South Vietnam, who had been captured at An Loc and perhaps other sites. They have identified 47 POWs in North Vietnam and in Laos, all of whom will be freed in Hanoi.

Washington's uncertainty over the initial release date was echoed in Saigon by the chief of the office of military operations, who said: "There are no definite dates," Michael Gevin, an office staff assistant, explained that comprehensive programs were needed to accommodate the removal of prisoners.

The release of 60 days from Jan. 27 to which the Office of Management and Budget in Washington, is the Office of Management and Budget, and the Office of Management and Budget.

W. F. Brummitt, the Office of Management and Budget, and the Office of Management and Budget, and the Office of Management and Budget.

"We don't know that it's going to happen in a big group," said another official. "But we do know that there's a lot of preparation going on."

"We've got to have something done now, because frankly, we're scared," the official added.

POWs have been released on Saturday, hopefully.

War 'features blues-rock hits

War will score the meat's gym February 15 at 8 p.m. when the Ethnic Programming Board brings the blues-rock group here in conjunction with Black Heritage Week.

Tickets for the concert are on sale at the Union Information desk. Student admission is $3.75 for general and $1.50 for reserved seats. General public prices are $5.00 and $4.50.

War was introduced by Eric Burdon, formerly with the Animals, in his album, "Eric Burdon Declares War." In 1971 War toured with Isaac Hayes. Their hit single "The World is a Ghetto" still tops record charts.

Jimmy Witherspoon, a jazz vocalist, has a new album, "The World Is a Ghetto," which the university will also perform at the concert.

Freeing mind exploration

"The technology of freeing the mind" will be explored in a presentation at Union Ballroom on Saturday, January 21, at 4:00 p.m. The presentation, sponsored by the Bhagavat-Dharma Charnamara, will provide an opportunity to explore the individual's deeper consciousness, and to examine the relationship between extending one's awareness.
Managua earthquake relief fund to be collected, set by ASI

Managua disaster relief contributions collected at the 18 state universities and colleges will be pooled together here reported ASI Pres. Robin Baggett.

Acting upon a suggestion from three students, Baggett submitted a proposal at a recent CBUC Student Presidents' Association meeting offering ASI as the central coordinator and administrator for relief funds. "The other student presidents liked the idea and a resolution was passed to set up an account here to pool all other funds collected," said Baggett.

Money donated at other university and college campuses will be forwarded to a special account of Student Community Services under the name of "California State Universities and Colleges Managua Disaster Fund."

This university has already raised $100 for relief of earthquake victims in Nicaragua said Rodney Camp, chairman of Student Cititunity Services.

The three students responsible for the idea of consolidating relief funds, Jim Barlow, Hedy Smith and Ernie Evan, have been instrumental in the raising of funds here.

The best avenues of making funds available to the earthquake victims in Managua are now being determined. Help and advice is being sought from faculty members now in Guatemala working on an Agency for International Development mission.

Talks set for Resources Week

Learn more about California's natural resources. This is Resources Week and speakers from various resources management departments in the state will be presenting some of the uses and problems of various natural resources.

On Wednesday, G. W. McMann, of the Calif. Dept. of Fish and Game, will direct a round table discussion on "Managing Fish and Game Populations and the Habitats.

As an illustrated talk on the care and feeding of wildlife, a schedule is scheduled for Thursday and will be presented by James P. Tryner, of the Calif. Dept. of Parks and Recreation.

Both of these presentations, which are sponsored by the Natural Resources Management (NRM) Dept., will be held in Union Bilt at 1 p.m. and are open to the public. Admission is free.

Classroom speakers will include Tim Gannon, Bert Gregory and John Curtis of the Calif. Dept. of Public Health, Bane Hartwell, Calif. Dept. of Conservation, Division of Forestry, and Dale Buscha, Calif. Dept. of Parks and Recreation.

For a full schedule of activities, see the bulletin board next to ASI. All activities are open to all NRM students.
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Council stops construction...

(continued from page 1)

eligible for the Insurance. Councilman Blake summed up,

Paul proposed that the city provide water transmission lines to the development site with the developer providing the hook-up. Paul also proposed that the council remove the fees for water improvements with Individual land developments. Supt. Robert Paul presented a case in the older downtown section the fire protection water facilities built 30 years ago need replacing, according to Paul.

Paul also proposed that the city would not advertise their water fees to reflect the economy's inflation since the water fees were set in 197. According to Paul, a water hook-up for a new developer providing the hook-up 2003.

DOORS LEGALLY OPEN 9 a.m., Feb. 10, 1973

ATTENTION SKINDIVERS, CLAMMERS, BOATERS

WATERSKIERS, SWIMMERS AND SURFERS

Al's Sporting Goods at the pier in Cayucos has purchased the entire inventory of Bill's Seashore Sports Shop in Pismo Beach from the estate of the late Wm. "Bill" Parkhurst.

Nearly $50,000 worth of inventory must be sold to pay off the estate, rebuild the building, restock and reopen as Al's Sporting Goods of Pismo Beach.

All merchandise must be sold. Dealers will be considered as general public. Public will be admitted on a first come - first served basis. All sales will be final. All equipment will be discounted from 25-70 percent off of catalogue retail prices. Signed, Al Bettencourt

SPECIAL TIDES THIS WEEK.

Beginning Monday, Feb. 13th, we'll have an entire week of low tides, especially suited for clam digging on Pismo's 12-mile sandy beach.
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Three lose in classic

All three Mustang wrestlers lost their matches Monday night in the East-West Wrestling Classic at Lehigh University in Pennsylvania. The West squad suffered their first defeat of the year while Albany coach was tagged with his third.

Morgan finally got his chance to meet Michigan State's Tom Milkovtch after waiting three years. The Spartan, however, outdistanced Morgan to earn a 10-4 win. Down 7-2 going into the first period, Morgan reversed Milkovtch but was then reversed himself. Morgan had a 13-0-1 mark before his loss. Milkovtch is an NCAA University Division champion.

Anderson battled to a scoreless first period tie with Michigan's Jarret Hubbard. The Wolverine took a 6-6 lead in the second period on an escape and takedown. Anderson escaped and was awarded a penalty point for Hubbard's stalling. Unable to record a takedown, Anderson lost, 6-4. Hubbard is an NCAA University Division runnerup. Coke jumped quickly to a 4-3 lead in the first period with a pair of takedowns over Clarion's Wade Schallie. Each time Schallie escaped, Schallie then escaped and was awarded a penalty point in the third period and won the match with one-point riding time, 6-4. Schallie was named the "outstanding wrestler" in both the NCAA college and university tournaments in 1973.

Bonny Hubbard,

Del Monte

Tuna Helper

 Classifieds

Carnation

Chunk Tuna

38c

6/2 oz

C.H.B

Mayonnaise

Qt. jar 48c

Ham

68c lb.

Butt portion 79c lb.